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Increased importance ofIncreased importance of
computer modelingcomputer modeling
 High accuracy of all the steps in imagingHigh accuracy of all the steps in imaging--therapytherapy

chain is requiredchain is required
–– Increased role of computer simulations in medicalIncreased role of computer simulations in medical

physics (e.g., small field dosimetry)physics (e.g., small field dosimetry)
–– Increased technological complexity (e.g., IGRTIncreased technological complexity (e.g., IGRT ––

integration of imaging and therapy)integration of imaging and therapy)
 Further increase in treatment complexityFurther increase in treatment complexity

expectedexpected
–– Treatment adaptationTreatment adaptation
–– MultiMulti--modality imaging in treatment planning andmodality imaging in treatment planning and

treatment evaluationtreatment evaluation
Accuracy of treatment will depend more andAccuracy of treatment will depend more and
more on the accuracy of computer modeling inmore on the accuracy of computer modeling in
both, imaging as well as treatment delivery !both, imaging as well as treatment delivery !



Specific AimsSpecific Aims

 Development of rigorousDevelopment of rigorous
benchmarking proceduresbenchmarking procedures

 Compilation of the existingCompilation of the existing
benchmarksbenchmarks

 Design of new benchmarksDesign of new benchmarks
 Code verification on the benchmarksCode verification on the benchmarks



Development of rigorousDevelopment of rigorous
benchmarking proceduresbenchmarking procedures

 Detailed description of the benchmarkDetailed description of the benchmark
–– Overview of the experimentOverview of the experiment
–– Experimental configurationExperimental configuration
–– Description of material dataDescription of material data
–– Supplemental experimental measurementsSupplemental experimental measurements

 Evaluation of experimental dataEvaluation of experimental data
–– Experimental uncertaintiesExperimental uncertainties
–– Material uncertaintiesMaterial uncertainties



Development of rigorousDevelopment of rigorous
benchmarking proceduresbenchmarking procedures

 Benchmark specificationsBenchmark specifications
–– Description of the modelDescription of the model
–– DimensionsDimensions
–– Material dataMaterial data
–– Environmental dataEnvironmental data
–– Experimental and benchmarkExperimental and benchmark--modelmodel

valuesvalues
 Results of sample calculationsResults of sample calculations
 Computer code inputsComputer code inputs



Compilation of existingCompilation of existing
benchmarksbenchmarks
 Classified according to their medical physicsClassified according to their medical physics

applications (can be more than one):applications (can be more than one):
–– Radiation therapy (RT)Radiation therapy (RT)
–– Imaging (IM)Imaging (IM)
–– Nuclear medicine (NM)Nuclear medicine (NM)
–– Health physics (HP)Health physics (HP)

 Some examples:Some examples:
–– dose distribution on a heterogeneous phantom (RT)dose distribution on a heterogeneous phantom (RT)
–– CT density phantom (IM)CT density phantom (IM)
–– internal dosimetry (NM)internal dosimetry (NM)
–– MIRD phantoms (HP)MIRD phantoms (HP)
–– dose distributions on the IGRT system (IMdose distributions on the IGRT system (IM--RT)RT)
–– photophoto--nuclear production during radiation therapy (RTnuclear production during radiation therapy (RT--

HP)HP)



Compilation of existingCompilation of existing
benchmarksbenchmarks
 Classified according to their nature (can be moreClassified according to their nature (can be more

than one) :than one) :
–– Theoretical benchmarks (THE):Theoretical benchmarks (THE): testing consistency oftesting consistency of

the codesthe codes
–– Clinical benchmarks (CLI):Clinical benchmarks (CLI): testing clinicaltesting clinical –– real worldreal world

–– problemsproblems
–– Experimental benchmarks (EXP):Experimental benchmarks (EXP): (testing basic input(testing basic input

parameters in the codes like cross sections)parameters in the codes like cross sections)
 Some examples:Some examples:

–– pencil beam voxel calculation (THE)pencil beam voxel calculation (THE)
–– electron beam backscattering (CLI)electron beam backscattering (CLI)
–– thickthick--targettarget bremsstrahlungbremsstrahlung production measurementsproduction measurements

(EXP)(EXP)
–– heterogeneous phantom dose calculations (THE) ifheterogeneous phantom dose calculations (THE) if

supported by experiments (THEsupported by experiments (THE--EXP)EXP)







Design of new benchmarksDesign of new benchmarks

 Testing transport mechanics of theTesting transport mechanics of the
codes:codes:
–– modeling of electron transport in opticallymodeling of electron transport in optically

thin regionsthin regions
–– modeling in highly heterogeneous materialsmodeling in highly heterogeneous materials

 Testing transport parameters of theTesting transport parameters of the
codes:codes:
–– pencil beam calculations in different materialspencil beam calculations in different materials
–– bremsstrahlungbremsstrahlung differential cross sectionsdifferential cross sections
–– electron backscattering calculationselectron backscattering calculations
–– ionization chamber measurementsionization chamber measurements
–– detector simulationsdetector simulations



Design of new benchmarksDesign of new benchmarks

 Preparation of the representative clinicalPreparation of the representative clinical
benchmarks:benchmarks:
–– external beam radiation therapyexternal beam radiation therapy
–– brachytherapybrachytherapy
–– internal dosimetryinternal dosimetry
–– shielding problemsshielding problems

 Imaging benchmarks:Imaging benchmarks:
–– image reconstructionimage reconstruction
–– multimulti--imaging modality phantoms, especially CT, PETimaging modality phantoms, especially CT, PET



Code verificationCode verification

 All of the computational benchmarks will beAll of the computational benchmarks will be
modeled with at least one of the code (typicallymodeled with at least one of the code (typically
MCNP(X) orMCNP(X) or EGSnrcEGSnrc))

 Verification with as many as possible codesVerification with as many as possible codes
 Involvement of large general (medical) physicsInvolvement of large general (medical) physics

communitycommunity
 National and international effortNational and international effort
 Agreements have been achieved with the mainAgreements have been achieved with the main

code developers (input code verification)code developers (input code verification)
 Depository of code inputsDepository of code inputs



The most needed areasThe most needed areas
(after a short brainstorming(after a short brainstorming
with Wayne)with Wayne)
 Experiments, experiments,Experiments, experiments,

experimentsexperiments
 Patient dosimetryPatient dosimetry

–– CTCT--toto--code geometry conversioncode geometry conversion
–– Interface dosimetryInterface dosimetry
–– NonNon--tissuetissue--like materials (high Z)like materials (high Z)



Next stepsNext steps

Grant applicationGrant application
 Connection with otherConnection with other

national/international effortsnational/international efforts
 Identify active participantsIdentify active participants
Do the job!Do the job!


